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SYNTAX ERRORS
A syntax error (or compiler error) is a violation of  the grammatical rules of  a programming language. 
It’s analogous to a grammatical error in English. If  we write a line of  C code containing a syntax error, 
the compiler does not know what we mean. A syntax error is sometimes called a compile-time error is usually 
fatal, meaning that the C compiler cannot compile the source code. A warning, on the other had, is 
usually just that.
	
How are they detected? 

• Syntax errors are usually detected by the compiler.

Why do they occur? 
• The syntax rules of  C have been violated.

Different compilers report syntax errors in different formats. For these examples, we will assume the 
compiler is either the GNU gcc or the Pelles C compiler. Compilers often present two problems for 
novice programmers:

1. Compilers often fail to report an error on the actual line it occurs, instead reporting errors on 
subsequent lines that are not truly errors.

2. After encountering one true syntax error, compilers often generate many subsequent syntax error 
messages.

How do I eliminate syntax errors? 
1. Start with the first error listed, try to correct it and recompile your program. Sometimes many of  

the errors will disappear after one error is fixed.
2. If  you are having trouble with a particular error listed for a specific line, yet you are certain that 

the line is correct, then search for syntax errors in the lines above that line.
3. Repeat this process until all errors are eliminated.

Note: The compiler will generate error messages of  the form:

test.c:6:11: error message

The first name relates to the name of  the C program you are trying to compile. The first number (“6”) 
relates to the line number, and the second number (“11”) if  it occurs relates to how many characters 
along that line.



Examples of syntax errors

Missing semicolon

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

  5    int a, b;
  6    printf(“Enter a number: “)
  7    scanf(“%d”, &a);

The gcc C compiler might generate the following error message:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: parse error before “scanf”

or

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: error: expected ‘;’ before ‘scanf’

It all depends on the version of  the compiler.

To fix this error, simply add a semicolon at the end of  line 6.

  6    printf(“Enter a number: “);



Undeclared variable

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

  5    int a;
  6    int b
  7    double sum;
  8    sum = a + b;

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error message:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: syntax error before “double”
  error.c:8: ‘sum’ undeclared (first use in this function)
  error.c:8: ‘b’ undeclared (first use in this function)

or

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: error: nested functions are disabled, 
             use -fnested-  functions to re-enable
  error.c:7: error: expected ‘=’, ‘,’, ‘;’, ‘asm’ 
             or ‘__attribute__’ before ‘double’
  error.c:8: error: ‘b’ undeclared (first use in this function)

This is a case where there is actually no syntax error on the line flagged, and the real error occurs on line 
6. If  the error on line 6 is corrected (missing semicolon), the error reported on line 8 will disappear. 

What about this piece of  code?

  5    int a;
  6    int b;
  7    double sum;
  8    Sum = a + b;

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error message:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:8: ‘Sum’ undeclared (first use in this function)

This is a different problem; in this case the error actually exists on line 8. The uppercase S in Sum must 
be changed to a lowercase s, or else the variable does not match its declaration. Remember, C is case 
sensitive, so the variable "PI" is not the same as "pi", or “Pi”. The Pelles compiler actually notes that the 
variable sum is not referenced.



Unmatched parentheses

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

5! int a=2, b=4;
6! double sum;
7! sum = (a + b / 12.0;

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error message:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: parse error before ‘;’ token

or

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: error: expected ‘)’ before ‘;’ token
  error.c:10: error: expected ‘;’ before ‘}’ token

To fix this error, simply add a matching parentheses.

7! sum = (a + b) / 12.0;

Similar errors occur for unmatched braces {, and }, or < and >. For example:

1! #define <stdio.h

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error message:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:1: missing terminating > character

or

  error.c:1:10: warning: missing terminating > character
  error.c:1:10: error: #include expects "FILENAME" or <FILENAME>



Unterminated strings

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

5!   int a=2, b=4;
6!   double sum;
7!   sum = (a + b) / 12.0;
8!   printf(“%f\n, sum);

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error messages:

  error.c:8:12 missing terminating “ character
  error.c:8:12 possible start of unterminated string literal
  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:8 parse error at end of input

or

  error.c:8:12: warning: missing terminating " character
  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:8: error: missing terminating " character
  error.c:10: error: expected expression before ‘return’
  error.c:11: warning: format not a string literal and no format          
              arguments
  error.c:11: warning: format not a string literal and no format
              arguments
  error.c:11: error: expected ‘;’ before ‘}’ token

To fix this error, simply add a matching “.

7! printf(“%f\n”,sum);



Left-hand side of an assignment statement does not contain an L-value

Consider the following C code where the aim of  the assignment statement on line 7 is to add a and b 
and store the result in sum:

5! int a=2, b=4;
6! double sum;
7! a + b = sum;
8! printf(“%f\n”,sum);

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error messages:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7 invalid lvalue in assignment

or

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: error: lvalue required as left operand of assignment

What does this mean? An “l-value” is really just a place where the result of  an assignment statement can 
be stored. The left-hand side of  an assignment statement must always contain the name of  a variable. 
Therefore, to fix this error:

7! sum = a + b;



Parse errors

Parsing is the process of  determining the structure of  a program by checking that it is syntactically 
correct (e.g. correct number of  matching parenthesis, semicolons, etc.).

5! double a=4.0, b=3.4, m;
6!
7! if (a => b)
8!     m = a/b;

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error messages:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:8 parse error before ‘>’ token
  error.c:6 warning: unused variable ‘b’
  error.c:6 warning: unused variable ‘m’

or

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: error: expected expression before ‘>’ token

The equal sign in a greater than or equal (or less than or equal) comparison operator always follows the 
greater than sign (or less than sign). To fix this error, simply change the relational operator to >=.

7! if (a >= b)



Using the wrong operands

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

4    {
5!     double a=4.0, b=3.4, rem;
6!     rem = a % b;
7        printf(“Remainder = %f\n”,rem);
8! }

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error messages:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7 invalid operands to binary %

or

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:7: error: invalid operands to binary % (have ‘double’ and 
‘double’)

The operands used with the modulus operator % were not integers. To calculate the remainder for 
floating point numbers, the following code should help:

4    {
5!     double a=4.0, b=3.4, m, rem;
6        m = (int)(a / b);
7!     rem = a – (b*m);
8        printf(“Remainder = %f\n”,rem);
9! }



Too few arguments when calling a function

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

1    #include <stdio.h>
2!     
3! double div(double a, double b)
4    {
5!     if (b != 0)
6            return a/b;
7    }
8
9    int main(void)
10   {
11       double a=3.4, b=2.0;
12       printf(“%f\n”, div(a));
13       return 0;
14   }

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error messages:

  error.c: In function ‘main’:
  error.c:12 too few arguments to function ‘div’
  error.c:11 warning: unused variable ‘b’

or

  error.c:12: error: too few arguments to function ‘div’

The function div was declared with two input parameters, yet when the function was called only one was 
used. It can be corrected in the following manner:

12       printf(“%f\n”, div(a,b));

The second problem, a warning tagged by Pelles C indicates that the function is missing a return value. 
This is because the function will only return a value when b does not equal zero. A better way to write 
the function would be to add:

3! double div(double a, double b)
4    {
5!     if (b != 0)
6            return a/b;
7!     else



8! !    return 0;
9    }



SYNTAX WARNINGS
A syntax warning is a non-fatal error generated by the compiler when it has found that the syntax of  
some part of  the code is valid, but in a potentially erroneous way. Warnings should not be ignored, 
because they usually do indicate that there is something wrong with the program, and it is likely to 
behave differently from what you would expect. Syntax warnings often lead to semantic errors.

How are they detected? 
Syntax warnings are usually detected by the compiler.

Why do they occur? 
The syntax rules of  C have not been violated, but the compiler has built-in error checking for certain 
common programming errors.



Examples of syntax warnings

Using ‘=’ when ‘==’ is intended

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

5! int a=2, b=4;
6! if (a = b)
7!     printf(“equal”);
8! else
9!     printf(“not equal”);

The gcc C compiler would generate the following error message:

error.c: In function ‘main’:
error.c:6: warning: suggest parentheses around assignment used as 
truth value

What is the problem with this code? Notice that the equal sign used in the if  statement is actually the 
assignment operator, not  the relational operator, which tests for equality. In this code a is set to 4 because 
of  the assignment, and the expression a = b is always true, because the value of  the expression is 4. To 
fix this error, simply replace the ‘=’ (assignment) with the ‘==’ comparison operator:

6! if (a == b)



Value returning function has no return statement

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

3! int add(int a, int b)
4! {
5!     int temp;
6!     temp = a + b;
7! }

The C compiler would generate the following error message:

  error.c:7: warning: control reaches end of a non-void function

The Pelles C compiler would generate the following error message:

  error.c(7): warning: Missing return value.

The function calculates a correct result for the local variable temp, but it never returns the result. The 
error can be corrected by adding a return statement:

3! int add(int a, int b)
4! {
5!     int temp;
6!     temp = a + b;
7!     return temp;
8! }



RUNTIME ERRORS
A runtime error occurs when a program is run (executed). When there are runtime errors in a C 
program, the compiler will compile the code. Most of  the time runtime errors do NOT generate 
compiler warnings, and are among the most common form of  error. Run-time errors only occur when 
you run a program, and thus, they can only occur if  there is a program to run (i.e., it must have compiled 
without syntax errors).

How are they detected? 
Runtime errors are usually detected by using the program. There are two types of  runtime errors: fatal 
and logic (semantic).

Why do they occur? 
The syntax rules of  C have been correctly followed, but the meaning of  the code is incorrect (e.g. faulty 
algorithms, values calculated erroneously, etc.), or there has been an error in the way the program runs.

What is a fatal error? 
A fatal error occurs when the executable crashes, e.g. Segmentation faults, Bus errors. 

What is a segmentation fault? 
A segmentation fault occurs when you try to access memory that your program is not allowed to use or 
that doesn't exist in the computer (i.e., there is only so much memory in the computer).
These errors often occur due to improper use of  arrays or pointers. For example, consider the following 
code:

! #include <stdio.h>

! int main(void)
! {
!     char dna[5];
!     scanf(“%s”,dna);
!     printf(“%s\n”,dna);
!     return 0;
! }

If  you run the program and type “ATGCATGC” it works quite happily. It's overwriting some part of  the 
memory with something it shouldn't be. But it doesn't cause a “segmentation fault” until you get to 
something like “ATGCATGCATGCATGCATGCATGCATGC”. 

The Pelles C compiler would generate the following runtime error message:

  ! ! Exception: Access violation

Another example using pointers:



! int *p;
! *p = 1;

Sometimes when a segmentation fault or other runtime error occurs, an image of  the running program, 
called a core file, is generated. This process is called a core dump! A core file can be analyzed, but 
normally it should just be deleted.



Examples of fatal errors

Array index bounds error

The array index bounds error describes an attempt to access an element of  an array which does not 
exist. Consider the following code to set all the elements in an array snowfall to zero.

int snowfall[7];
for (i=1; i<=7; i++)
    snowfall[i] = 0;

The problem here is that the array’s correct indices range from 0 through 6, while the array indices used 
in the for loop range from 1 to 7. The array element snowfall[0] is never used. The attempt to access the 
array element snowfall[7] is erroneous, because snowfall[7] does not exist. Such an error can lead to a 
“Bus error” or “Segmentation fault”.

Divide-by-zero

Divide by zero occurs when the denominator is zero. It usually doesn’t manifest itself  until the variable 
assigned the result is printed out..

double a=13.7, b=0.0, sum;
sum = a/b;
printf(“%f\n”, sum);

The program will generate the following error message:

! inf

This is short for infinite and implies a divide-by-zero error. Changing the code to integers yields:

int a=13, b=0, sum;
sum = a/b;
printf(“%d\n”, sum);

The Pelles C compiler would generate the following runtime error message:

  ! ! Exception: Integer divide by zero



LOGIC ERRORS
A logic error, sometimes known as a semantic error, occurs when the program produces an unexpected 
and undesired outcome. A logic error is a violation of  the rules of  meaning of  a programming language. 
Since a compiler only checks for the correct use of  syntax, it is not able to check whether or not we have 
written code whose meaning is correct. When there are logic errors in a C program, the compiler will 
compile the code.

How are they detected? 
Logic errors are detected at run-time. 

Why do they occur? 
The syntax rules of  C have been correctly followed, but the meaning of  the code is incorrect (e.g. faulty 
algorithms, values calculated erroneously, etc.).



Examples of logic errors

Infinite loop

An infinite (or “endless”) loop is a loop which repeats indefinitely. A program executing an infinite loop is 
said to spin or buzz forever and goes catatonic (Describes a condition of  suspended animation in which 
something is so wedged or hung that it makes no response.) 

Tight loop: A loop of  code that executes without releasing any resources

Buzz: Of  a program, to run with no indication of  progress and perhaps without guarantee of  ever 
finishing; especially said of  programs thought to be executing a tight loop of  code

An infinite loop often occurs when a test condition continuously evaluates as true. For example:

int i=1;
while (i < 1000)
{
    sum = sum + i;
}

The expression (i<1000) is always true because although the value of  i is initially 1, it’s value is never 
incremented. Because of  this property the loop is infinite.

Dangling else

The “dangling else” is a very common and subtle error in the flow of  control of  a nested if  statement. 
Since a compiler ignores indentation,  it matches an else clause with the most recent unmatched then 
clause.

if (a > 0.0)!
    if (a > maximum)
        maximum = a;
else
    minimum = a;

The following small change in the if  statement solves the problem (use braces to enforce an association:

if (a > 0.0){
    if (a > maximum)
        maximum = a;
}
else
    minimum = a;



Off-by-one error

The off-by-one error generally describes a loop that repeats one fewer or one more time than is correct. 
Consider the following loop which is suppose to sum the first 100 integers:

int i, sum=0;
for (i=1; i<100; i++)
    sum = sum + i;

When this code is executed, the loop repeats 99 times, and only the first 99 integers are summed. The 
following small change in the for loop solves the problem:

int i, sum=0;
for (i=1; i<=100; i++)
    sum = sum + i;

Incorrect shortcut operators

Misuse of  the shortcut increment and decrement operators:

int i=4, j;
j = ++i; //(j=5, i=5)
    
versus

j = i++; //(j=4, i=5)

Forgetting the ampersand”&” in scanf()

scanf() must have the address of  the variable to store input into. This means that often the ampersand 
address operator is required to compute the addresses. Consider the following code:

double radius;
scanf(“%lf”, radius);

This would generate a erroneous result if  you tried to print out the value of  radius. For example if  you 
entered 37, the value printed out may be 2.165711. This can be fixed by including an ampersand 
operator. 

double radius;
scanf(“%lf”, &radius);



Forgetting to put a break in a switch statement

Forgetting to place appropriate break statement may lead to code “falling through”.  For example

int x=2, y;
switch(x) {
    case 2: y = x * x;
    case 3: y = x * x * x;
}
printf(“%d”, y);

will result in y=8, regardless of  whether  x=2 or x=3. The correct version of  this code would include a 
break statement:

int x=2, y;
switch(x) {
    case 2: y = x * x;
            break;
    case 3: y = x * x * x;
}
printf(“%d”, y);

Using the wrong format in printf and scanf

C compilers do not check that the correct format is used for arguments of  a scanf() or printf() call. The 
most common errors are using the %f  format for doubles (which must use the %lf  format) and mixing 
up %c and %s for characters and strings.

Improper numeric conversions

Improper numerical conversions. If  both operands are of  type integer, integer division is used, otherwise 
real division is used. For example:

double radians;
radians = 15/360;

This code sets radians to 0.00 not 0.0416! Why? Because 15 and 360 are integer constants. To fix this, 
change at least one of  them to a real constant. 

double radians;
radians = 15.0/360;
If  both operands are integer variables and real division is desired, cast one of  the variables to double (or 
float). 



int x=5, y=2;
double d = ((double)x)/y;



Incorrect “block” of code

Here is an example of  a piece of  code that would result in a syntax error:

if (x == 0)
    printf(“error, x is zero\n”);
    exit(1);

This code segment will
• check if  x is zero
• if  this is true it will print “error...”
• then exit
• if  x != 0 it will exit anyway, but without printing “error...”

It should read
if (x == 0)
{
    printf(“error, x is zero\n”);
    exit(1);
}

Empty statements

if (x == 0);
{
    printf(“error, x is zero\n”);
    exit(1);
}

In C this is the same as typing
if (x == 0)
{
    ;
}
{
    printf(“error, x is zero\n”);
    exit(1);
}

So, if  x = 0 nothing is executed and the error statement and the exit command are executed all the time. 
This error also manifests itself  as “loop has no body”:

for (i=1; i<1000; i++);



DEBUGGING GLOSSARY
bebugging:  See bug seeding

break: Short form of  break-point. See breakpoint.

breakpoint: A location in a program’s run-time at which its execution is suspended either to perform 
some debugging task, or to allow the user to gain control.

bug: (i) An error in design, See fault.

bug count: A log of  the number and categories of   bugs found in software. It may be used to determine 
the software’s reliability.

bug seeding: The process of  synthetically adding faults to a program with the purpose of  obtaining an 
estimate of  the number of  natural errors remaining in the program. 

code patch:  See patch

code trace:  See trace

computational error:  A deficient implementation of  a numeric algorithm.

conditional breakpoint:  A breakpoint that is initiated only if  some location dependent predicate 
evaluates to true. (Synonyms: selective breakpoint).

core dump:  See memory dump.

data breakpoint:  A breakpoint associated with the access of  some data value.

data trbace:  See variable trace.

debug:  To isolate and correct a programming bug or fault (debugging).

debugger:  A collection of  software tools to aid debugging, usually with the ability to examine and/or 
modify memory locations, and selectively execute sections of  a program.

debugging mode:  Execution of  a program in conjunction with a debugger.

design error:  A misinterpretation of  the specifications of  a software system.

diagnostics:  The output from a software tool that indicates and describes a discrepancy.

dump:  (i)A display of  some aspect of  a program’s execution state; (ii) to produce a dump.



dynamic breakpoint:  A breakpoint that is initiated based on a run-time characteristic of  a program.

entomology:  The study of  bugs by observation.

epilog breakpoint:  A breakpoint that initiates upon exit from a function.

error:  (i) Any discrepancy between a computed, observed or measured quantity and the true, specified 
or theoretically correct value or condition; (ii) An action that results in software containing a bug. 

execution history:  A trace of  the flow of  a program.

execution trace:  A display of  the function labels or line numbers encountered during program 
execution.

fault: A fault is a static property of  a system [161]. It can be seen as a point of  potential failure. Note 
that note all faults fail. Something as disquieting as an array out of  bounds may never fail if  the section 
of  code where the access is tripped is never called. 

failure: A failure is a dynamic property of  a system and is defined as the difference between the actual 
and expected behavior of  a system at run-time [161]. Every failure is caused by at least one fault.

flow trace:  See execution trace.

heap trace:  A variable trace restricted to data that has been allocated dynamically in a free-storage 
area (heap).

implementation error:  A misinterpretation of  a program’s specifications.

initiate (a breakpoint):  To suspend the activation of  a program at some breakpoint so that some 
debugging task can be performed. (Synonyms: break, execute, fire, hit, invoke, reach, take, trap and 
trigger).

logic error:  A deficient implementation of  an algorithm.

memory dump:  A display of  memory-location values in their internal form (e.g. octal or 
hexadecimal).

mistake:  An action producing an unintended result.

patch:  A modification to a program associated with debugging.

precision error:  A calculation that does not achieve a desired accuracy for certain values.

remove (a breakpoint):  To reverse the affect of  setting a breakpoint. (Synonyms: cancel, and delete).

selective trace:  A variable trace that involves only selected variables.



semantic error:  A misunderstanding in the use of  some construct in the source language.

set (a breakpoint):  To describe where a breakpoint should exist in a program. (Synonyms: define, place, 
and plant).

snapshot dump:  A display of  the execution state of  a program at a specified point in time. 

static breakpoint:  A breakpoint that is initiated based on a compile-time characteristic of  a program.

step (thru execution):  The ability to dynamically step through program execution, stopping periodically 
to cross-examine the program’s state  (Synonyms: stepwise execution).

symbolic trace:  A linear listing of  source statements and branch predicates that occur along an 
execution path in a program.

syntax error:  A violation of  the grammatical rules defining a programming language.

testing:  The process of  verifying that a program behaves according to its specifications.

trace:  A display of  the dynamic activity of  some aspect of  a program.

unconditional breakpoint:  A breakpoint that is not conditional.

variable trace: A display of  the names and values of  variables accessed or changed during program 
execution.  (Synonyms: value trace).


